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day-to-day or 1 for a particular outing or event, this must-have book has all whether you need to
look like Louise Brooks, Marilyn Monroe, or Madonna pictures, tips on the very best makeup
methods and add-ons, and easy-to-follow instructions, this source provides everything a
fashionista must create vintage looks from the 1920s to the 1980s.offer everything Filled with
fantastically inspiring needed to create authentic vintage looks— Vintage styles have never been
popular, with style icons Scarlett Johansson to Dita Von Teese indulging in retro glamour.like
Whether desire to is a look that can be worn Step-by-step guidelines in a lovely retro-glam
bundle the instructions and inspiration had a need to recreate the decadence and fun of vintage
styles.
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!It has a couple of good suggestions, but honestly you will find a lot more (and better) info by
watching vintage make-up related movies in You Tube.Lack of range also in the versions they
used and the colours of all samples of make up are way different that the initial ones found in
previous years. I was hoping for something a little more authentic is all.I put 2 stars due to the
handful of pics which were ok and it was cheap. Toned down and modernized I was searching for
a book with an excellent handle on classic looks from different eras. this seemed to be simply
the ticket. It arrived today and I've go through the entire thing and it does have an excellent easily
understood description of all of the eras. See ..i.e. Had they all been there I'm sure I'd have given
five stars. It's a great book and gave me a good base to work from I just want they hadn't
modernized and toned down the looks so much.Dissapointment. Five Stars I've a 40's/50's house
décor, and this book fits in just right!Poor info I really expected much more from this book.. It
gives step-by-step tutorials on all sorts of vintage makeup looks!. Great This is a nice book. I love
it! useful book. For example, Twiggy's make-up was black-and-white. It's here in better form This
book was neat to observe how women did their . Probably like a morning look and a nighttime
search for each era? Other than that, I love it and I really like creating my very own variations! Fun
& Nice Layout I must say i enjoyed reviewing the varieties of make-up in this book and keep it
near by my mirror! It's an excellent source. Who are you kidding? . I highly recommend this
reserve if you want vintage looks dating between 1920 to 1980! great book Appreciate this book!
not for the clean minded but for those with garbage minds it's Truly not really for the clean
minded but for those with garbage minds it's great So, so. Not really accurate regarding eras. A
lovely array of looks for the vintage gal. Not really accurate concerning eras. I really like how it
also gave a little bit of background on each style/period it was demonsrating. Step three 3:
Twiggy's actual socket was dark, highly-defined, and hardly-blended. Step 5: Her actual undereyesight lower lashes were straight, not curved. Highly recommended. My only complaint can be
that they significantly toned down all the looks and produced them even more for modern
everyday wear so you don't know what kinds of colors they really used in a lot of the decades if
you don't lived through them. I loved scanning this book and looking at the tips it had. So, so.
Just a few from each decade, so if you're looking for lots from one decade this will not be so
beneficial to you. But I think it's a lovely, useful book. It's within better Fashion always encircles. I
simply wish it there have been some more looks in there in each catagory... This was a gift for
my friend who's in a burlesque troupe. Nevertheless I was dissapointed. My publication I
purchased utilized and 8 pages were ripped out. the 80's looks for me. She certainly loved it! This
book was neat to observe how women did their makeup. She unquestionably loved it!
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